
Step

Many courses, particularly in health care fields, teach students a procedure for translating theory they learn in the 
classroom into practical research-based strategies, counseling, and educational techniques to use in practice. For 
some students, successful use of research-based procedures can be challenging when the underpinning theories 
are complex and need to be adapted a to diversity of people and environments. DESIGN Online aims to scaffold 
the process of learning the theory, procedure, and application in a diversity of environments.
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A logic model to guide 
the development and 
evaluation of your  
environmental support.

List of environmental 
factors that help and 
hinder enacting your 
behavior change goal.

Behavior change goal for audience and problem to solve.
DECIDE

 EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
 PLAN SUPPORT PLAN

Environmental supports 
objectives for each 
“output” of your logic 
model.

A detailed plan for 
accomplishing each of 
your environmental 
support objectives.

A plan to evaluate if your 
environmental support 
enables audience to do  
the behavior change goal.
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determinants
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Select theory- 
based model
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Indicate 
objectives
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Generate 
plans
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Nail down 
evaluation

Intervention

Evaluation

Deliver as planned
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!eory-based model and 
statements of educational 
philosophy and perspec-
tives on content.

List of motivating and 
facilitating determinants 
of behavior change.

General educational 
objectives for each 
determinant in the theo-
ry-based model.

A planning matrix and 
an educational plan 
to use for conducting 
session.

A plan to evaluate attain-
ment of behavior change 
goal, determinants, and 
problem to solve.

Behavior change goal (achieved)

Problem to solve (solved or reduced)

Paper-based: students copy and paste 
from prior steps, repetitive.

Choosing among many theories by 
remembering what they had learned 
from their audience.
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Overview 
Now that you have identified the motivating and facilitating determinants from your audience and from reviewing the 
literature, it is time to put them together in a model based on theory. This theory-based model will help you create an 
educational session directed at achieving your behavior change goal and will also guide the evaluation of your 
intervention. In this step, you will also reflect on your educational philosophy perspectives about food and nutrition 
content. 

Review 

Your audience (copy from Step 1) 
 

Your behavior change goal (copy from Step 1)  
 

Select theory-based model 

Which theory-based model best matches your selected determinants? 
Review the five theory-based models presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Choose the one that best matches your selected determinants, 
from Step 2. The match may not be perfect.  

Use of these theory-based models is likely to improve the effectiveness of your educational plan. Therefore, it is important to 
remain true to your chosen theory-based model. Thus, certain determinants must remain in the model. However, some 
determinants can be removed and some determinants from other theory-based models can be added. This creates a customized 
theory-based model for your audience and behavior change goal. You will get to do this customization after you choose your 
theory-based model. 

The table and diagrams below provide an overview of the five theory-based models.  

Health Belief Model 

 

The health belief model is a very simple model that focuses on the motivational determinants shown in green in the diagram: individuals’ 
perceptions of risk for a physical health condition and the benefits and barriers to taking action and self-efficacy. It is useful for audiences 
and settings where the emphasis is on health. It does not provide guidance on how to translate motivation into behavior change. It is thus 
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most suitable for short group-based interventions or various media-based interventions where you cannot follow the participants. It is most 
useful for adults. 

 

 Theory of Planned Behavior/ Extendded Theory of Planned Behavior/ 
 Reasoned Action Approach Reasoned Action Approach 

 

The theory of planned behavior/reasoned action approach focuses on the major categories of motivational determinants shown in green in the 
diagram. It also provides some guidance on translating behavioral intention into implementation intentions or action plans, but not on how to 
make changes in behavior and maintain change. It is thus most suitable for short group-based interventions or various media-based interventions 
designed to enhance motivation resulting in plans for action but where you cannot follow-up with the participants. It is useful for both children 
and adults. 

Extended theory of planned behavior/reasoned action approach focuses on a wide range of motivational determinants shown in green in the 
diagram. It also provides some guidance on translating behavioral intention into implementation intentions or action plans, but not on how to 
make changes in behavior and maintain change. It is thus very suitable for the many short group-based interventions or various media-based 
interventions commonly designed by nutrition educators to enhance motivation resulting in plans for action but where you cannot follow-up with 
the participants. It is useful for both children and adults. 

 

 Social Cognitive Theory Health Action Proces Approach 

 

Social cognitive theory is a comprehensive theory that is based on a wide range of motivating and facilitating determinants. Motivational 
determinants are shown in green in the diagram. The theory provides extensive guidance on translating motivation into action through its 
emphasis on action self-efficacy and facilitating determinants, shown in blue. It emphasizes that individuals and their environments mutually 
influence each other, and so the environment must also be addressed. Hence the arrows are bi-directional. This theory is very useful for 
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Faculty 
feedback 
on 
paper.

Online system: each step flows into next and tasks are tracked as done. Also easy way 
to organize and find plans by text search, audience, and behavior change goal.

Simple way to compare their work with theories for educational plans.
Tool for building simple logic models for environmental support plans.

basic

confusing

seamless

thought-provoking

collaborative

Faculty feedback online. Organizational and management tools are 
built in for tracking process, managing 
materials, and collaborating with others.

You can get back to where you left off

Print your ready-to-deliver plan
Upload accompanying materials

Quotes about creating educational plans
“The step by step method of the DESIGN model. It 
organizes the lesson plan for a person and keeps 
the teacher in check with how it is implemented.” 
“Theory-based planning, the use of the 4Es, etc. [I 
enjoyed] the class as a whole and its philosophy ” 

Quotes about DESIGN Online
“The DESIGN Online tool helped me understand 
the step-by-step procedure for planning.” 
“The DESIGN Online enabled working alongside 
my partner and going through the textbook and 
DESIGN modules together.” 

time-consuming

Procedure is 
useful for health 

promotion 
courses


